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Author's response to reviews:

Major revisions (We require the author to make these changes)

Ethnicity: Please include the ethnic origin of the patient in the case presentation section of the abstract and the manuscript.

We complied with these request: the patient is a caucasian man

Authors’ contributions: Please indicate that both authors read and approved the final manuscript.

I have complied with this request

Figures: figure 2 is quite large, the maximum size for each individual figure is A4. If your figure is larger than this we recommend you separate it into component parts and upload these separately. Please remember to update the figure titles and references within the text.

This is OK. The figures are not larger than A4 format!

References: If now possible, please provide the full citation details for reference 1 (Epub ahead of print). You can view the BMC reference guide at the following link http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcgenet/ifora/#references

I have cited the new full reference.

Minor revisions (We can make these changes on resubmission, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above).

Title: please amend your title to include `: a case report'. Please also remove the full stop from the title.

Please remember to update both the manuscript and the submission system.

I have complied with this request.

Qualifications: Please remove the authors' qualifications (e.g. PhD / MD) or job titles from the manuscript and submissions system.

I have complied with this request.
Email address: please include email addresses for all the authors on the title page, using the following format:

AB: abcd@institution.ac.uk
EF: efgh@generic.co.uk

I have complied with this request.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions as this is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make changes after acceptance.

Thank you